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Abstract Neutron star binaries, which are among the most promising sources for
the direct detection of gravitational waves (GW) by ground based detectors, are also
potential electromagnetic (EM) emitters. Gravitational waves will provide a new
window to observe these events and hopefully give us glimpses of new astrophysics.
In this paper, we discuss how EM information of these events can considerably im-
prove GW parameter estimation both in terms of accuracy and computational power
requirement. And then in return how GW sky localization can help EM astronomers
in follow-up studies of sources which did not yield any prompt emission. We dis-
cuss how both EM source information and GW source localization can be used in
a framework of multi-messenger astronomy. We illustrate how the large error re-
gions in GW sky localizations can be handled in conducting optical astronomy in
the advance detector era. We show some preliminary results in the context of an ar-
ray of optical telescopes called BlackGEM, dedicated for optical follow-up of GW
triggers, that is being constructed in La Silla, Chile and is expected to operate con-
current to the advanced GW detectors.
1 Introduction
The second generation GW detectors are scheduled to come online from 2015 and
should be operating at their design sensitivities by the end of 2019 [1]. A world-
wide network of these advanced detectors will enable us in conducting GW astron-
omy for the first time in history. Compact binary coalescing (CBC) systems are the
most promising candidates for detection of gravitational waves by these detectors
as their GW frequency sweep through the sensitivity band towards merger. Binary
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neutron stars (BNS) and neutron star black hole binaries (NSBH) are also prospec-
tive progenitors of short duration gamma ray bursts (GRB). Current models of GRB
mechanisms [2, 3] predicts that the prompt emissions are launched just before the
merger of the compact binary. This presents to us a unique opportunity for joint
EM-GW astronomy. EM astronomy could complement GW astronomy in a number
of ways. On one hand, gravitational wave sky-localization for the advanced ground
based detectors could have large uncertainties, typically ∼ 10−100 square degrees
[4]. Typical sky-localization of arc-second accuracy could be achieved in conven-
tional EM astronomy. On the other hand, gravitational waves observation allows us
to make an independent and direct measurement of masses and luminosity distances
of these sources. Evidently, a tremendous amount of scientific merit lies in combin-
ing EM and GW observations. Implementation of EM information for detection of
gravitational waves is already an active area of research. LIGO Scientific collab-
oration (LSC) and Virgo Scientific collaboration have been conducting search for
gravitational waves from progenitors of short duration gamma ray bursts (sGRB)
by following up on GCN (Gamma-ray Coordination Network) triggers [5, 6]. In the
context of GW parameter estimation, the use of EM source information gets an even
richer dimension. A non-spinning compact binary system can be characterized by
nine parameters, the luminosity distance dL, the binary component masses m1 and
m2, the sky position of the binary (α,δ ), the inclination angle ι of the axis of the
binary w.r.t the observer’s line of sight, the polarization angle ψ of the binary orbit,
the time of arrival of the signal ta and the coalescence phase of the binary δ0. EM
information can fix (or constrain) a subset of these parameters reducing the dimen-
sionality of the posterior probability distribution of [7, 8] which directly translate
into considerable reduction in computational power requirements for the estimation
of the source parameters. In this paper, we first show in Sec. 2 how the EM infor-
mation can improve the estimation of the parameters. We examine how different
types of EM information can help in the estimation of inclination angle of binary
and luminosity distance to the source. Then in Sec. 3 we explore how GW parameter
estimations can in turn aid EM astronomy. Here we focus entirely on sky localiza-
tion of gravitational wave sources. We discuss how to generate telescope pointing
for optical telescope from error regions of the sky localization. In that context, we
acknowledge the efforts towards construction of a dedicated GW follow-up facility.
2 Gravitational wave parameter estimation in presence of
electromagnetic information
Most likely sources of electromagnetic information for gravitational wave parame-
ter estimation could be in the form of prompt emissions like short duration gamma
ray bursts, or from associated afterglows and kilonovae. A fully coherent parameter
estimation incorporates a Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo technique which is
computationally expensive. Thus it is extremely important that we choose a repre-
sentative system. For this study, we injected inspiral gravitational wave signals from
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the TaylorT4 waveform family with order 3.5PN [9] in initial LIGO colored Gaus-
sian noise. The source was chosen to be a neutron star - black hole binary (NSBH),
with a 1.4M neutron star and a 10M black hole, inclined at angle of 10◦ w.r.t the
observers line of sight, located at a distance of ∼ 30 Mpc from earth.
The choice of a NSBH system is motivated by the fact that a fair amount of research
is ongoing on binary neutron star (BNS) systems while parameter estimation stud-
ies of NSBH systems are virtually non-existent. The choice of the inclination angle
was motivated by the fact that even though there exists some uncertainties regarding
the bounds on short GRB opening angles, recent studies [10] estimated the median
opening angles of short GRBs to be ≈ 10◦.
For the comparative analysis of how EM information can help GW parameter
estimation we conducted three classes of studies. The first study constitutes the con-
trol of our experiment in the form of ‘blind’ parameter estimation where we have no
EM information available at our disposal. In the second class of analysis, we used
the sky position of the source information, an astrophysical instance of which would
be the case where a GRB was detected and located by the gamma ray observatory.
And finally the third class of analysis involved the use of sky position and distance
information. This corresponds to the case where a GRB and a subsequent afterglow
associated with the same were discovered thus conveying to us the sky position
and the distance information in the form of redshift. We found that not all param-
eters displayed improvement in estimation upon use of EM information. However,
at the same time we note that certain parameters that are strongly correlated with
another parameter, showed considerable improvement in its estimation upon using
the correlated parameter EM information. As an example, we show the estimation
of inclination angle in the presence of various EM information in figure 1. We note
from this study that an sky position information does not improve inclination an-
gle estimation. However, knowledge of distance greatly improves the precision and
accuracy of the estimation as shown in figure 1 (top left). This is due to the well
known strong correlation between the inclination angle and distance that we have
shown in figure 1 (top right). Though we have seen in figure 1 (bottom left) that the
knowledge of sky position itself do not provide any improvement in the estimation
of distance, however one should note that if the knowledge of the sky position came
from the detection of a GRB, then one might put constrains on the inclination angle
of the source. This stems from the fact that for a GRB to be observed it would indi-
cate that the source might be more favorably oriented to the observer. We show that
as a result of constraining of inclination angle to 20◦, the estimation of the distance
in figure 1 (bottom right) improves compared to unconstrained distance estimation.
Studies of edge-on systems revealed some interesting features. Edge-on systems
are different from face-on systems owing to the lack of the cross-polarization. Pa-
rameter estimation algorithm very quickly realizes its absence in the date and con-
sequently estimates the inclination angle very precisely. This is observed in figure 2
(left), where we have compared the estimation of the inclination angle for an edge-
on source with face-on oriented source. We conducted a similar study for sources
with EM information in the form of sky position in figure. 2 (right). While sky po-
sition and inclination do not have strong correlation and therefore not much benefit
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Fig. 1 Top left: Estimation of inclination angle for the three classes of studies, blind, sky position
known and sky position and distance known. The shaded region denotes the 2σ spread of the dis-
tribution and the vertical magenta line denotes the actual injected inclination angle. Note that in
the presence of distance information the inclination angle estimation gets better. Top right: The
2D posterior probability distribution plot for the inclination angle and distance shows the strong
correlation between the two parameters. Bottom left No measurable improvement in estimation of
luminosity distance upon utilizing sky position information. Bottom right: Improvement in estima-
tion of distance in the presence of inclination angle constraints.
is expected in the inclination angle estimation from sky position information, as we
have seen in figure 1 (bottom left) red and blue plots, the situation is very different
for edge-on systems. In figure 2 we compare the results of inclination angle esti-
mation of edge-on and face-on systems in the absence (left) and presence (right) of
sky position information. It is clear that the presence of sky position information
strongly aids the inclination angle estimation for the edge-on configuration, unlike
the previously shown face-one case. This can be explained as follows. The strain at
a detector due to a particular polarization does not depend only on the inclination
angle but also depends on the sky position.
h(t) = F+(θ ,φ ,ψ)h+(r, ι ,m1,m2,δc, tc)+F×(θ ,φ ,ψ)h×(r, ι ,m1,m2,δ0, tc) , (1)
where the F+(θ ,φ ,ψ) and F×(θ ,φ ,ψ) are the antenna pattern functions and h+ and
h× are the two gravitational wave polarization components. In absence of sky po-
sition information, we essentially have the freedom to change the antenna pattern
functions during the estimation of the inclination angle and a wider posterior proba-
bility distribution could be accommodated due to this freedom. Thus, when the sky
position information is used, we are likely to get narrower estimate of the inclination
angle.
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Fig. 2 Left: Inclination angle posterior probability distributions showing dependence on the incli-
nation angle of the injected source. We observe that the edge-on source has the smallest spread.
Note that higher PDFs are narrower. Right: Similar study conducted for systems for which the sky
position is known from EM observations.
3 Gravitational wave sky localization for electromagnetic
follow-up studies
Past observations have not yielded any detection of short duration GRB within the
typical advanced LIGO range ∼ 300 Mpc, for which we have redshift information
[2]. This could partly be explained by the lower event rate compared to their longer
duration counterparts and strong beaming mechanism. Gravitational wave radiation
on the other hand is expected to be more isotropic. Thus, gravitational wave source
localization could act as a pointer for optical follow-up studies of short GRBs. Short
GRB afterglows progressively gets more isotropic as we go from lower wavelength
X-ray to higher wavelength optical band. An optical afterglow associated with a
prompt emission is expected to be visible by ground based telescopes for typically
∼ 1 day. Kilonovae produced by r-process decay of neutron rich radioactive ele-
ments created due the disruption of the neutron star in a neutron star binary is ex-
pected to be highly isotropic. The emission from these events could predominantly
be in the near-infrared regime [11, 12]. These events might or might not accompany
a short GRB, thus have the potential of being an optical/near-infrared transient can-
didate associated with a class of compact binary mergers independent of whether or
not they produce a prompt emission.
In order to meaningfully follow-up EM counterparts of gravitational wave triggers
it is of paramount importance to identify these events very quickly [13], and then
localize them with very low latency. Typical time scales of a fully Bayesian Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) study is of the order of a day, hence not useful for the
purpose of optical followup. In order to address this issue, a rapid sky localization
technique, known as BAYESTAR, has been developed that is capable of localizing
gravitational wave events in the sky within minutes of receiving the trigger using
techniques based on timing, phase and amplitude consistency [14]. We generate
gravitational wave error regions for these events which can then be followed-up by
optical and infrared telescopes around the world. However, it is important to rec-
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ognize that in the first year of advanced detectors only the LIGO detectors will be
operating. A less sensitive Virgo detector will be coming online a year after. The
error regions in these first two years are going to be elongated shaped and large
with a median of 500 (200) square degrees with 90% confidence level in first year
(second year) of opearation respectively [14]. Under such circumstances, it is impor-
tant to have telescopes that can cover such error regions within the optical transient
timescales. We are currently constructing an array of telescopes in La Silla, Chile,
called the BlackGEM that will initially (2016) have four telescopes, each with a
field of view of 2.7 square degrees, that can potentially reach up to 23rd magnitude
in 5 minutes of integration time. The full BlackGEM array of 15 telescopes is aimed
to become operational in 2018. The multiple telescopes in the array can adjust their
configurations to morph the field of view of the array to the shape of the error region.
We created telescope pointing for BlackGEM using a number of sky-localizations
received from the low latency timing pipeline to see how well BlackGEM is able
to cover them. In our preliminary studies, we used 10 injections that were localized
using the low latency pipeline. Half of the injections were found as doubles and half
as triples. We found that a four-telescope array will be pressed hard to cover error
region for two detectors. Typical error region from LIGO only sky-localizations re-
quired > 50 pointing from BlackGEM. With each pointing requiring 5 minutes of
integration time, it will require many hours to cover the error regions completely.
Moreover, we found that the error regions can span across both the hemispheres
indicating it may not always be feasible to cover the entire error region by one ob-
servatory. The situation gets better when Virgo comes online. With the error regions
Fig. 3 BlackGEM pointing of 2σ error region for a double coincident detection in LIGO interfer-
ometer. Note that the long arcs span across both the hemisphere. One telescope might not be able
to fully follow-up the entire error regions for all cases.
generally more localized and located within a single hemisphere, we found that we
are in a position to cover the desired region within 6− 20 BlackGEM pointing for
sources lasting in time scales of hours. With more number of telescopes in the array,
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it will be realistically possible to cover most of the error regions from three detector
localizations, and we expect that the full array of 15 telescopes should be able to
cover a large fraction of two detector error regions.
Fig. 4 BlackGEM pointing of 2σ error region for a triple coincident detection in LIGO-Virgo in-
terferometers. The error region in this case can be more realistically followed-up with BlackGEM.
4 Discussion
In this work, we explored various avenues of improving GW parameter estimation
of NSBH systems using EM information from GRB and/or associated afterglows
and Kilovovae. Our results show that EM information in the form of redshift from
afterglows could be very useful for GW parameter estimation due to strong dL− ι
correlation. We also examined the improvement upon constraining inclination angle
to 20◦ for known GRB triggers. We then explored the methods of conducting optical
follow-up of GW triggers and presented some preliminary results of this study for
the BlackGEM array of telescopes. We observed that it will be difficult to cover the
full LIGO 2σ error regions in the first year when the Virgo detector is not operating.
With the second year of operation of LIGO as the sensitivities improve, as Virgo
comes online and as the full BlackGEM array is constructed, we would be seeing
realistic possibilities of covering the GW error regions and possibly start making
concurrent observations of EM counterparts to GW events.
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